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Ensemble cast[ edit ] The main cast members were familiar to television viewers before their roles on Friends,
but were not considered to be stars. All six actors appear in every episode. Rachel Green Rachel Karen Green
Jennifer Aniston is the spoiled but warm-hearted and likeable daughter of a rich vascular surgeon and his wife.
She eventually becomes a buyer at Polo Ralph Lauren. She decides to move in with Ross, even though the two
are not involved in a relationship. Their daughter, Emma, is born during the eighth-season finale. During the
tenth season, Rachel is offered a job with Louis Vuitton in Paris. She accepts and prepares to move herself and
Emma to France. However, in the series finale , she declines the job offer and famously "gets off the plane".
Rachel and Ross get back together in the final moments of the series. Monica Geller Monica E. Geller
Courteney Cox is the younger sister of Ross and best friend of Rachel, the latter of whom she invites to live
with her after Rachel forsakes her own wedding. She works primarily as a chef at a variety of restaurants. She
is described as the mother hen of the group, [18] and is known for her obsessive-compulsive and competitive
nature. Despite the twenty-one year age difference, Monica and Richard are happy, and her parents accept
their relationship. However, as a result of Monica yearning for a family but Richard having already had one,
they break up at the end of the second season. Monica and Chandler try to hide their relationship from the rest
of the group for much of the fifth season, but eventually everyone finds out. After celebrating their first
anniversary in Las Vegas , they move in together and get engaged by the sixth-season finale. After their
marriage, Monica and Chandler try to conceive children, only to discover that they are unable to do so. In the
final season of the series, they adopt two children, whom they name Erica and Jack. Phoebe Buffay Phoebe
Buffay-Hannigan Lisa Kudrow is an odd, ditzy albeit sweet-natured masseuse who grew up homeless,
sometimes telling her friends outlandish tales of life on the street. She is an aspiring musician who plays the
guitar and sings songs with somewhat unusual lyrics at the coffee shop. She has an identical twin sister, Ursula
also played by Kudrow , who is just as odd as Phoebe and appeared as a recurring character on Mad About
You. After a series of dates and relationships with a number of men, Phoebe meets Mike Hannigan Paul Rudd
in season nine, whom she eventually marries in season ten. She also became a surrogate mother for her
half-brother Frank Jr. Giovanni Ribisi , giving birth to his triplets in the fifth season. Matt LeBlanc is a
good-natured but not-so-bright struggling actor and food lover, who becomes mildly famous for his role as Dr.
Drake Ramoray on a fictionalized version of Days of Our Lives. Prior to his role on Friends, LeBlanc
appeared as a regular on the short-lived TV , a minor character in the sitcom Married Chandler Bing Chandler
Muriel Bing Matthew Perry is an executive in statistical analysis and data reconfiguration for a large
multi-national corporation. He later quits his job and becomes a junior copywriter at an advertising agency.
Chandler is known for his sarcastic sense of humor. Chandler is often depicted as being somewhat of a hapless
individual, suffering a lot of bad luck while struggling through life and occasionally struggling with an
on-and-off smoking addiction. However, he eventually falls in deep mutual love with Monica and proposes to
her at the close of season six, with the two of them marrying at the close of season seven. By the end of series,
he and Monica adopt twins, whom they name Jack and Erica. Ross Eustace Geller, Ph. David Schwimmer is a
paleontologist at a museum of prehistory, and later a professor of paleontology at New York University. The
most intelligent of the six main characters, but at the same time a clumsy, quirky man, Ross is known for
being a smart, know-it-all who prides himself on his rationality, despite his clear hopeless romanticism. He is
shown to be the most caring of all the six members in the various instances on the show. He has three failed
marriages during the series, and his relationship with Rachel is a main storyline throughout the series. In the
series finale, Ross and Rachel finally reconcile, deciding to be together once and for all. The character of Ross
was developed with David Schwimmer in the minds of writers and Schwimmer was also the first actor to be
cast on the show. Schwimmer is the only cast member native to New York City. Jack is more balanced in his
attention and care towards both Ross and Monica. Due to his gnawing guilt, Jack develops a secret smoking
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habit and decides to gift Monica the Porsche. Despite being favored throughout his entire childhood, this
makes Ross insanely jealous. Their relationship hits a rough patch when he and Rachel consider getting back
together. Rachel is invited to the wedding, but receives a cold reception for jilting Barry while she is there, and
a ridiculous speech from Ross which bemuses everyone in the room does not exactly improve the situation for
her, until she, in a desperate attempt to salvage some pride, walks onto the stage where the microphone is and
starts singing. He has also been called "Barry White", and is possibly[ original research? Barry is portrayed as
a horrible, selfish little man who cheats, lies, and belittles other people. Getting both Rachel and Mindy to fall
for him also suggests[ original research? Carol dumped and divorced Ross to be with Susan. Susan does not
attempt to hide her contempt of Ross and vice versa, but they briefly put aside their differences when Carol
gives birth to a boy, whom they all agree, after weeks of argument, to name Ben. Though Ross and Carol are
on good terms after their divorce, Ross continues to resent Susan for losing Carol to her. It was just an
opportunity to tell a really interesting story. Jessica Hecht originally auditioned to play Monica. The manager
of the Central Perk coffee house, who first appears as a background character in "The One with the Sonogram
at the End". He is a former actor who once played Bryce on All My Children before that character was "killed
in an avalanche. James Michael Tyler was cast as Gunther because he was the only extra who could
competently work the cappuccino machine on the Central Perk set. The Seattle Times ranked Gunther as the
eighth best guest character of the series in Marcel[ edit ] Marcel live animal actor: A Capuchin monkey that
Ross initially keeps as a pet, [e 15] and who provides comic relief for his geeky master. One time Rachel loses
him in the city, [e 16] and calls Animal Controlâ€”only to learn from Ross that Marcel is an illegal exotic
animal that cannot be kept in the city. In a later season Ross questions why he had a monkey as a pet. Janice is
one of the few characters besides the six main friends who appears in all of the Friends seasons. Their
relationship lasts into the third season, when Janice decides to leave her husband to be with Chandler. Later,
Joey sees Janice kissing her husband, who runs a mattress business. In a later episode, the tables are turned on
the annoying natured Janice when she has a brief fling with Ross shortly after he has broken up with Emily, as
he is unhappy and spends the entire date complaining about everything, causing her to find him insufferable
and leave him Ross had expected the reverse to eventually happen, but had been happy to date someone who
listened so well to him in the meantime. As Monica and Chandler make plans to have children, [e 29] she
offers Chandler advice and support at a fertility clinic. Presumably due to being amused by their wacky,
quirky, goofy personalities, Janice seems to enjoy spending time with the six friends, which is somewhat
ironic and very much inconvenient for them since none of them can stand to be around her although she seems
to be completely blind to the fact that they feel this way, showing almost no awareness whatsoever of the fact
that they hate having to put up with her , due to the unbearably irritating nasal New York accent she speaks
with, and her annoying machine gun laugh. Heckles[ edit ] Mr. He usually states that items are his, and when
the other person states that he does not have one, Mr. Heckles says that he could have one. For instance, when
Rachel and Phoebe are searching for the owner of a lost cat, Mr. Paolo[ edit ] Paolo Cosimo Fusco: Terry[ edit
] Terry Max Wright: Monica tries to wean him off drinking but regrets it when he becomes extremely boring.
Monica then began drinking on their dates, so that she could sit through his mind-numbingly dull stories.
Seven years later, he returns to New York for a brief visit and shares an evening with Phoebe. She first
appears in "The One with Mrs. Bing", [e 43] where she meets the gang while on a book tour in New York.
After dinner, she kisses Ross. Phoebe refers to Ursula as her " evil twin. Joey becomes attracted to Ursula and
they start dating. Ursula tells Phoebe that she is bored with Joey and sarcastically claims that he is smart
enough to figure this out on his own without her having to actually tell him implying his stupidity irritated her,
hence her naturally nasty reaction , so Phoebe pretends to be her sister to let Joey down gently. Ursula next
appears briefly in "The One with the Jam", [e 47] where she is being stalked by a man David Arquette who
mistakes Phoebe for her. Phoebe naively begins a relationship with the man in question, but ends it with him
when he cannot get over his obsession with Ursula. Phoebe is horrified that Ursula has told Eric that she is a
teacher, a member of the Peace Corps , a non-smoker, and attends a church group all lies. The series finale of
Mad About You , set 22 years into the future, reveals that after a successful porn career, Ursula becomes
Governor of New York. Mindy and Rachel were best friends while growing up and their friendship is tested
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after Rachel discovers Mindy and Barry are seeing each other. She asks Rachel to be her maid of honor and
dress in a garish pink dress. Steve[ edit ] Steve Jon Lovitz: In , Monica tries to impress him in an attempt to
get a job at his restaurant, and Phoebe tells him he is welcome to go to her apartment and try her food there,
but he gets stoned on the journey there and consequently acts obnoxious. At the end of the episode, Phoebe
punishes him by giving him a very painful massage. He is first mentioned in the second episode of the series,
[e 8] but only appears twice: In "The One with the Flashback", [e 7] it is learned that he used to be "Cute
Naked Guy", but then, in , started putting on weight. For many years, the identity of the actor that played him
in his extremely limited appearances was a mystery. It was speculated that Michael G. Hagerty , the actor who
played Mr.
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The One Good Guest (Classic Reprint) [Lucy Bethia Walford] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Excerpt from The One Good Guest What if people would not come? What if they thought it cheek their
being asked?

Your response will depend on the invitation. Kim Williams and Mr. Brian Jones will" or "will not" attend and
editorialize a bit, if you like: The most formal invitations may arrive without a printed response card. In this
case, you should write your response on nice stationery, mirroring the language of the invitation: Only the
people to whom the invite is specifically addressed are invited. The Gift Always plan on sending a gift when
you accept a wedding invitation. At the least, send a congratulatory card before the wedding. Technically, you
have up to a year after the wedding date to send a gift, but it makes sense to shop for a gift soon after you
decide to go. If the couple has a wedding website , registry information will most likely be there. While this is
still the custom in some regions, gifts at the wedding mean the couple has to worry about security, making
sure cards stay with boxes and getting them home somehow after the reception. If you have another, special
gift idea, by all means, go for it. What to Wear Dress as you would for any other social event held at the hour
and during the season of the wedding. Black used to be taboo for weddings, but these days, a black dress is
perfect for an evening wedding. The Ceremony You should get to the ceremony on timeâ€”this is not a party
to be "fashionably late" for. Also, never consider ditching the ceremony and just showing up for the reception.
Ideally, you should arrive at the ceremony site 30 minutes before the time printed on the invitation, and even
earlier for a large event wedding guests or more. If the procession is going on, wait until the bride reaches the
altar to enter and find a seat. After the recession, wedding guests remain in their seats until the families of the
newlyweds have been escorted out. If the receiving line is scheduled postceremony, simply join in the line.
This is prime socializing time, so enjoy! When it comes to dancing, guests generally follow the lead of the
couple, wedding party and families. Usually the newlyweds dance together first although the first dance
sometimes happens later on in the reception. Once the party gets going, though, feel free to dance as much as
you want to. Even if you think these traditions are silly, or that something else about the wedding is tacky or
inappropriate, always keep your feelings to yourself. When is it appropriate to leave? You should stay at least
until after the cake has been cut. Also attempt to give the couple a last hug before you leave.
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Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher. Trustful
and idealistic--yes, and narrow-minded and unwittingly a hypocrite. A doll, a child, a foolish butterfly thing
Heavens, how little and mean and stu This historic book may have numerous typos, missing text or index.
Heavens, how little and mean and stupid, wicked and ridiculous, she had been--she and so many others of her
kind. There was her husband, riding ahead A reaction of regret at her impetuosity came over her. It was a
dreadful thing not to love and honour him. Oh, if only he would make it easier; turn round and nod to her
kindly, or say a friendly word. She would be loving and forgiving at once. Who could say what troubles were
burdening him all the time? And perhaps it was only to spare her that he said nothing. Men were strange in
that way; they fancied that a woman suffered less in such estrangement if she did not learn the cause of it.
Then--oh, it was incredible! They were at the ford now, and he was riding through the stream without so much
as a look behind him But all the same it was a hard struggle to keep her mind in any friendly attitude towards
him, or to keep back the fears that would rise to her eyes. She bit her lips, and strove to restrain her feelings.
Her horse was already knee deep in the water--and the Hofsa at this part was wide, yet with a fairly strong
current. Alma had never ridden through running water before; at first it seemed to her as if the horse had
suddenly flung itself sideways against the stream. Instinctively she leaned over herself, farther and farther,
against the stream. Ketill, a couple of lengths in front, looked round just as she was about to fall, turned his
horse, and seized her a
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What if people would not come? What if they thought it cheek their being asked? What if the shooting did not please
them? What if they did not please each other? These were the questions which four youth ful serious countenances put
to one another at intervals, and for which no one of the four could.

Growing up in the South, the importance of etiquette was instilled in me pretty early on. What was proper,
polite and appropriate varied from family to family, but the general concept seemed to exist in every
household. But for me, etiquette has been just the opposite. For me, etiquette is all about learning simple tools
and tips for making the people in your life and your home feel welcome, loved and comfortable. After polling
our editors and readers on Facebook and Twitter, the question that popped up the most revolved around house
guests â€” how to welcome them and how to be a good one. The goal was to add small touches that let us
know they cared, while striking a balance between alone time and connecting time that made us feel
comfortable. Being a Gracious Host The goal is to make your guests feel welcomed and comforted and like
they have space to be on their own as well as ways to connect and be involved with your household. Two days
before a visit, I like to do a deep clean around the house, do laundry and stock up on essentials like toilet
paper, paper towels and tissues. The extra day ahead of their arrival allows time for laundry delays, etc. I
always email and text my address, phone number, transportation information and my Wifi network and
password two days before someone arrives. That way they have two ways to find their way to your home
without getting lost. Having a copy of the keys for your guest is always nice. It allows them to come and go as
they please. I like to attach a little card with suggestions for places in the area to get coffee, shop, find
transportation and eat. Nothing makes guests feel more welcomed than having a few creature comforts. In
addition to freshly changed sheets which I like to spray with a mild scented linen spray I like to provide: In
addition to a freshly cleaned bathroom, I like to provide a stack of clean towels, washcloths and a toothbrush
for guests. I put the toothbrush and a travel-sized toothpaste in a clean glass on the counter so they have a little
landing space for their toiletries. Slow cooker chili and pasta salad are my faves. You can easily label and
serve them or let your guests have them when they want as an easy meal. As polite as it is for them to offer, I
always make sure I change the bed sheets and towels after they leave. The main thing to remember is to be as
tidy as you can and follow up with a thank you. Sending your host your arrival information is always helpful.
It also gives them a good idea of when to prepare for your arrival. To Bring with You: If these are too costly,
simply cooking a meal at home and doing the dishes is a good option. Tidying up after yourself is a must.
Doing your own dishes, making your bed and wiping down the counter or mirror after using the shower is
always helpful. This is the easiest way to avoid awkwardness. Stripping your bed sheets, stacking dirty towels
and consolidating them in one space or dropping them in a hamper or washer is great. A thank you note, call
or email is a must. Letting someone know you appreciate their hospitality always goes far in being welcomed
back again and again.
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It is obvious that every guest has their own expectation before they check into the hotel. The guests expect you
to understand their needs and prepare for their arrival. In reality, you might be extremely busy with your daily
schedule and time is the biggest challenge. Great hotels provide great service to each guest and it requires a lot
of staff to go through all of the important details. The early check in and late check out are the most common
issues caused by poor communication between the hotel and the guest. As a result, the guest gets angry and
writes a negative review on TripAdvisor. Remember that the guest has limited patience and if they are
dissatisfied you must respond quickly. Maintain a good reputation and avoid creating a bad one Double check
guest special requests in advance. The smallest mistake might lead you into a much bigger problem. If the
guest is not happy with your hotel, they might damage your brand and write a negative post on the internet i.
How to deal with an unhappy hotel guest? Let us explain one common scenario. The guest called the hotel
reception three days in advance and requested for early check in at The guest gets upset because the
receptionist that they were talking to on the phone forgot to note down the special request in the system. Here
I would like to share with you some tips on how to deal with an angry hotel guest and turn them into a loyal
one. Apologize to the guest and ask for forgiveness. First thing is to give a sincere apology and express your
sympathy. You must take this matter seriously and make sure that the guest feels that you are very sorry and
trying your best to resolve this incident. If there is no room in the same class free at the time and the guest
needs to sleep badly, consider to upgrade the room for the guest. Resolve the issue fast and then follow up the
feedback After you have decided to send the guest to the upgraded room make sure you follow up for
feedback. Check if the guest is now satisfied. Document the issue and analyze the data Learning from the
mistake is the best way to improve â€” so before the memory fades away you must document the data.
Analyze the issue and share the knowledge with your team. This will benefit you and the team because if
something similar happens again they will know how to deal with it quickly. Give frequent training to your
staff and use new technology to help reduce human error After you have collected and analyzed the data, you
might notice that if there are many phone calls between You might need to hire more staff during that hour
but hiring more people may break your budget. I suggest you find a smarter solution that will help you to
automate most of the work. Here are the solutions that are easy to use and no technical skills are required.
Online or express check- in You can find the express check-in feature at Guestjoy. This feature will allow the
guest to pre-fill all the important data such as names, passport no. It will speed up the check-in process and lift
up guest satisfaction to new heights. It allows guests to submit their special request in advance then the system
will automatically send the request to correct department. Now hotel can pre arrange all special requests in
advance , hotel transfer, romantic dinner, babysitting without chaos. Collect and review feedback online 12 pm
is when most guests check out and this is the time when they are most likely to express any issues they have.
Try to use the online feedback collecting tool. This is so simple and you can check all of the answers in real
time. It helps to understand the customer feedback better and react to negative comments faster. Think if you
have this kind of solution in place how much time the hotel will save. Summary Today, the hotel business is
crucial. It is highly competitive and a very sensitive business. Your daily mission will not only make your
business profitable but you must think for the future. Personalizing the guest experience, invest in good hotel
software and try to improve the quality of service all the time will surely make the guests come back to your
hotel.
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Good communication is a great way to increase the happiness of the host and guest. Bad communication is an
extremely quick way to sour a visit. Be Prepared for Your Visit.

Find another article View next article Share this article Even the most carefree parties demand guests and
hosts alike meet certain expectations. The host must plan and organize the party, and then attend to the
assembled party-goers. Guests, too, need to rise to the occasion, with the Party Animal toning it down at a
reserved affair, the Show-Off yielding the spotlight, and the Shrinking Violet making an effort to blossom.
Include necessary information for your guests in the invitation: Take care creating your guest list. A great
group of people will make any party a success, even if it rains on the picnic or the food is a flop. Make sure
guests are greeted warmly, then made to feel welcome throughout the party. Look after each guest as much as
you can. Or one friend arrives with an unexpected guest. As discourteous as it is for someone to spring a
surprise on you, be gracious. No polite host would ever send an uninvited guest packing. Circulate among
your guests, introduce newcomers, and stay with a each group long enough to get a conversation going. Thank
people for coming as you bid them good-bye. And do it immediately. Punctuality means different things to
people in different locales. In general guests should arrive at or shortly after fifteen minutes or less the time
stated on the invitation. Do not, however, arrive early. Same goes for the pinot noir. Moderation is the name of
the game. Always thank your hosts enthusiastically when you say your good-byes. A second thank you by
phone the day after the party is also a gracious gesture. If the party was formal or given in your honor, written
thanks are in order. In fact, a written note is always appreciatedâ€”even after casual parties. You may also be
interested in:
Chapter 7 : Beyond The Bed: 12 Tips For A Great Guest Room â€“ Design*Sponge
Book digitized by Google and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb.

Chapter 8 : How to Be a Great Wedding Guest
Being a guest with good manners means much more than just showing up and being the life of the party. The host put
forth the effort to invite and entertain you, so you need to show your appreciation by being kind and courteous.

Chapter 9 : How to Be a Good House Guest: 13 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Every good TV show welcomes a guest star now and then. Sometimes, it's a major Hollywood actor in a prominent role.
(Remember Brad Pitt's brief appearance as Ross' old school friend on Friends?).
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